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Transformative sales performance is within your grasp!

B2B sales has undergone seismic shifts in the last few years and business leaders need to
manage these changes to achieve business and revenue growth.

If you are reading this, then you are most likely someone who has the responsibility for achieving
a revenue result. Whether you lead a local sales team, country, region, a global team or run a
business, what you are about to read shows you the ‘WHAT’ and the ‘HOW of creating
transformative sales performance.

Our intention with The Keys To The Kingdom is to provide you with as much help as possible on
your sales leadership journey, so that you:

- Know what it takes to transform sales performance across a team or organisation
- Get clear on why change needs to happen

- Find a starting point to enact the change you want to see happen

As you read, we want you to consider two questions:

1. How much has it and how much will it cost, if you decide to do nothing?

2. When you transform sales performance, what would it enable you to do professionally and
personally?
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Let’s get started
First, the bad news. Be under no illusion;
creating transformative shifts in sales
performance at a team or organisational
level, is not an easy task. Nearly two out of
three initiatives fail.

Now for the good news, particularly if you
have a glass half full view; one in three sales
transformation initiatives are successful!

Everything we provide in this book is aimed
at landing you in that one in three successful
group.

We have seen the practice steps outlined in
this book, create millions and in some cases
billions of dollars, of additional revenue in all
industries where one business is selling to
another.

These practice steps will, if you follow the
process and stick with the plan, increase your
sales revenue - often more quickly than first
thought. We have done this ourselves as
sales leaders and we have seen countless
businesses achieve stellar results through this
system.

The steps are not complicated or difficult to
understand BUT, just because something is
easy to understand, it doesn’t mean it’s easy
to do.

With the benefit of our experience, we are
going to help you avoid the landmines, learn
the lessons of past failures, and guide you to
demonstrable growth in sales revenue. But
first some ‘myth busting’.

Myth busting 

For some, ‘selling’ is a mystical art, for others
it’s a process but for sure, there are a
multitude of myths surrounding sales that
just aren’t true.

We don't intend to go through all the myths,
surrounding sales, just the four we believe
matter most when trying to achieve your
objective - transformative sales performance.

1. Salespeople are born not made: We
believe everyone is born a salesperson,
and everyone sells all the time. Modern
day selling is a combination of art and
science; translated, that means skills and
process, both of which can be taught,
learned, and practiced. The days of the
smooth-talking snake oil salesman have
long since gone.

2. Salespeople know what’s best for them:
Neil Rackham, the famed author of ‘SPIN
Selling’ in the seminal research that
underpinned his revolutionary
methodology said this:

“…top performers rarely know what it is
which makes them more effective. That’s
not only true in selling; its true in every
field.’

We are not dismissing the view of
salespeople; however, we believe that
people tend to resist change over
objectively evaluating their own
capability and performance.

3. Sales training doesn’t work: Yes and no.
Many sales training initiatives don't work
because memory recall fades and the
learning does not transfer into changed
behaviour. Few can do this - most don’t.

When training works, it is because there is
time and resources invested in sustaining
the learning, so that it sticks and
becomes behaviour and practice.

4. Sales methodology is important: It is,
but it’s not the most important aspect.
Most sales methodologies that have
endured, work.

However, if the learning does not
translate into behaviour and practice, it
doesn’t matter how good the
methodology is. What is most important,
is how you manage the change and
sustain the learning.
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Who are we to make such bold claims?

At Transfrom2perform, we provide specialist advisory services for sales organisations:
advancing sales capabilities through training, coaching and reinforcement; creating a high-
performance culture; ensuring your company structure and compensation plans are aligned
with your objectives.

We have walked in your shoes. We are a team of passionate experts with deep career-long
experience in sales leadership and consulting. Our tribe are the folks who live in sales
organisations all over the world, challenged by the ever-complex world of serving customers
and achieving sales targets.

Having spent years studying sales organisations, we have isolated the issues that enable
some to perform and others to languish. Consistent high performance is not a product of
chance, just as excellence is never accidental.

We have worked with businesses on every continent and in just about every industry where
selling activity is a driver of sales revenue. We have helped some of the world’s largest
organisations such as KPMG, Merck, JLL, Citibank, Standard Chartered Bank. Swiss Re and
many more implement sustainable practices that increase sales revenue within their business.

Having studied and mastered best-in-class sales frameworks and methodologies, we realise,
these alone will not make you successful. Success comes from having an adaptive sales
process, embedding frameworks, methodology and turning sustained changes in behaviour
into consistent sales success.

Our purpose is to help businesses transform sales performance and elevate people’s
capabilities because this is the key to changing people’s lives.
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Why change?

Think of any sports team you know,. For
them training, practice and development is
never a one-and-done. It’s a continuous
process of keeping people ‘match fit’,
ensuring they have the tools and capabilities
to compete and win.

Your sales team are no different, if you want
them to compete and win more regularly.

If your sales performance is where you need
it to be right now and you don't anticipate
any fall off in the future, then the desire for
you to act could be low.

A word of caution, we have seen businesses
attribute increases in sales performance to
sales prowess, when it was due to cyclical
and environmental factors – ‘a rising tide
lifts all boats’.

When those factors are no more and the
tide goes out, the selling environment can
become very different. Our job as a sales
leader is to develop resilience for when those
times eventually come.

However concerned you are about your
future sales performance, there are some
big trends impacting sales organisations you
should be aware.

1. The external environment is radically
different: Not being able to see clients
face-face has been challenging for many
sales organisations.

As the world has adapted to the COVID
pandemic, we may see a return to pre-
covid conditions but, 89% of sales leaders
expect the virtual sales model to remain
in the short-term say McKinsey and
Company.

If sales performance is an important driver of your business success, then 
evolving the sales organisation should be a primary focus.

2. Customer behaviour has changed:
according to Rolland Berger, an
international consulting business, 57% of
the decision-making process is complete
before the salesperson is involved for the
first time. The impact is less chance to
differentiate, which translates into
increased pricing competition and
margin pressures.

3. Competitors are getting smarter
faster: Only 1 in 3 providers standout as
differentiated to the buyer says CSO
Insights, a research specialist in B-B
sales. The implication being that 2 of 3
sellers are struggling to articulate their
differentiation in meaningful customer
context.

4. Foundational sales competencies have
evolved: Foundational sales
competencies are more important than
ever; they are still a differentiator in sales
performance say SHL, a leading HR
consultancy. However, adaptability and
resilience have become key traits of
successful salespeople.

5. Retaining key salespeople is tougher:
Almost half of all sales organisations
have an average turnover of 35 percent,
three times that of other occupations
say HubSpot, the sales and marketing
specialist. According to CSO insights,
‘world-class’ sales organisations have an
average employee turnover of 22%.

Happy salespeople stay. We believe that
salespeople who feel enabled, who exist in a
culture of high-performance and are
meeting quota, are less likely to leave. None
of which happens by accident.

The best time to start developing your sales team was 5 years ago.  The 
second-best time to start developing your sales team is TODAY.
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Setting you up for Success

At the end of this book, you will find a short diagnostic quiz  that will give you an indication of 
where your strengths and weaknesses are across the four levers, we will outline next.

SERVE Blueprint ® for Transforming Sales Performance

Having studied sales organisations for many years from inside and out, we tried to find a simple
way to illustrate the structural components (the levers) that drive sales organisational success.

We call this the SERVE Blueprint ® for Transforming Sales Performance (see over page), because
if applied, your organisation will have everything it needs to elevate sales performance to the
next level.

Central to sales performance are the metrics most frequently used to measure sales
performance. There are four levers that you, as a sales leader, have a degree of control over that
will drive the performance of these metrics. We call these levers the four ‘C’s:

- Capabilities
- Culture

- Compensation

- Company structure

The environment in which we operate is dynamic and ever changing. From time-time the
questions we as sales leaders must ask ourselves; are our four levers fit for purpose and will they
help us achieve our required next level results?

For any sales organisation, these four levers influence sales performance, and we want you to 
know how to get the best from each one. 

Should you wish to, you can hop to the diagnostic quiz early if you want and quickly assess your 
stage of development with the four levers before you read on.

We have encountered businesses who have
tried creating transformative change
multiple times only to keep failing. One
APAC telecommunications business, was on
its fourth attempt at sales transformation
when we started speaking with them.

We do not want you to be this business.

The first rule of transformation is:

Don't underestimate what it takes to make
transformation happen.

Please read that again!

The first step on this journey is diagnostic.
As sales leaders there are a few major levers,
we can pull to drive increases in long-term
sales performance. These levers do not
operate in isolation from one another.

There’s never 
enough time to 
do it right but 
there’s always 
enough time to 
do it over

John W Bergman

“

”
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SERVE Blueprint ® for 
Transforming Sales 

Performance



Capabilities 
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Sports teams at all levels, acknowledge that
performance is largely the result of ability.
They spend time training, coaching, and
practicing to be able to perform at the
highest level they can. The same should be
true for sales teams.

The modern sales team needs to be equipped
with the tools and knowhow to compete and
win. Sprinkle in a healthy dose of discipline
and process and you will be creating a recipe
for success.

According to McKinsey and Company, 55% of
sales leaders worldwide recognize that
achieving B-B revenue growth will require
significant capability development.

Equipping salespeople with next-generation
capabilities takes effort but, the payoff is
significant. Top-quartile teams can deliver 4
to 5 times higher sales growth compared to
bottom-quartile players.

Success in modern-day sales requires a
combination of both process and skill. Sales
process tells you ‘what’ to do and ‘when’ to do
it, whereas skills are the ‘how’ you do it.

Process can be a charged word in many
organisations. We urge you to think of process
as a ‘bridge’. A bridge between the current
sales behaviours and the new desired
behaviours you need to succeed.

For example, even today, it’s all too common
to see salespeople jump in and talk about
products and solutions too soon, eager to wax
lyrical about the company’s wares.

Engaging in deep discovery conversations
around the customer’s issues is the behaviour
that will achieve more success. This only
happens when the salesperson has the skills
to do it and a process for applying those skills.

There are plenty more behaviours that need
developing and honing but the key takeaway
is, that anyone can learn these skills and
become world-class, because sales skills are
innate to us all.

Capabilities

There are six essential competencies required
across the sales organisation. When a sales
team becomes proficient across these six key
competencies, then transformative
performance will follow.

Demand Creation

Identifying new prospects and opportunities is
the lifeblood of a sales organisation.

It is essential that sales and marketing are
aligned in terms of messaging and lead
management.

Created demand can come from new
prospects or existing clients. There are a range
of lead generation strategies that can be
employed with marketing support.

The focus is how to develop a lead into an
opportunity and create demand for your
products and services.

Strong communication skills are key to be able
to have that first conversation, demonstrate
credibility, domain expertise and develop a
deep understanding of the needs of the
potential customer.
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Other functions within the business that may not be directly involved with sales but still speak to
the customer, such as operations or customer services, should also be able to have conservations
that :

- Identify opportunities,

- Surface unseen issues,

- Identify a level of dissatisfaction that could result in a customer taking buying action.

They also need to be equipped to have conversations ready to handover an interested customer
with an established need to a salesperson.

Opportunity Pursuit

B-B selling is complex! What makes it complicated is the people, the buying process and the
politics.

The most common reason sales teams lose opportunities is because they fail to identify and
connect with all the people involved in the decision-making process on the customers’ side. This
places the opportunity at risk because we do not know who’s involved or what they are thinking.

WIN LOSE

FA
ST

SL
O
W

We win with minimum 
resources utilised

1st 2nd

We can't win them all, so 
qualify the unwinnable fast.

4th

What’s the opportunity cost of 
time and resources spent?

Lots of time and resources 
spent; was it worth it?

3rd

Modern-day B-B selling requires strategic
thinking, planning and execution to win. This
can be challenging for many salespeople if
they tend to think more tactically.

Qualifying opportunities in or out quickly is
key to making sure you do not spend
valuable time and resources on pursuing
deals you can never win.

The best option is always to WIN FAST but
what’s the second? We know we can’t win
them all, so LOSE FAST and shift your time
and resources elsewhere.

To some this seems nonsensical, but most
sales organisations can’t afford the luxury of
chasing every opportunity.

All too often we see sales teams being
reactive, waiting for proposal requests as
opposed to engaging much earlier in the
customer’s buying process.

The average number of decision-makers
involved in a B-B buying decision is 7
according to CSO Insights. That’s 7 different
perspectives and 7 sets of personal
motivators.

To sort this level of complexity, you need an
opportunity management framework that
helps you compartmentalise and simplify;
what you know and quickly identify, what
and who you don't know.

With an opportunity management
framework, you can map and qualify the
opportunity; the decision-makers, their
perspectives, and the competition, to enable
you to identify where your strengths and
weaknesses are to direct your actions.

Customers we work with, who adopt a
strategic approach and framework to
complex sales, see exponential increases in
sales performance.
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Client Engagement

Selling is an innately human activity; people
buy from people, not businesses.

What you do and say in front of the client
will always be critical. There is a pantheon of
information that advises a variety of
approaches to engaging with customers.

Most provide similar guidance because the
client engagement behaviours that create
sales success are universal. It’s to these 6
core client engagement behaviours we want
to turn our attention.

1. Planning for sales calls is a success
behaviour, yet many salespeople do little
in the way of pre-call planning. Using a
pre-call planner that is common to the
entire organisation, is a trait of a
successful sales organisation.

2. Discovery is the behaviour that has the
highest correlation with sales success.
Understanding and developing the
customer’s perception of their issues and
needs is the professional craft of a
salesperson.

3. Credibility develops trust. Buying
decisions are fraught with risk for the
customer and they will choose the
provider they perceive best solves their
issue with least risk. People buy from
people they trust. Continually establishing
and reinforcing credibility throughout the
sales process is a success behaviour.

4. Solutions and knowing when to discuss
them can make or break a sale. Do it too
soon, before a need is fully developed,
and the customer will raise objections. Do
it at the right time and you will be aligned
with the customer and their perception of
their needs.

5. Differentiation is achieved when you
articulate your capabilities in a context
that is both meaningful to the customer
and differentiates your offering. It is how
you create and communicate your value
and will help you protect your premium
price and margin.

6. Commitment from the customer, at the
end of every client engagement, moves
them through their buying process and
moves the opportunity forward.

The definition of a successful client
engagement is when the customer
commits to action; not walking away with
a list of requests from the customer.

Virtual selling has changed the game but
not as dramatically as many salespeople
would suggest.

Yes, virtual engagement has presented
tactical communication challenges, but
don’t forget your customers still need to buy
and the virtual challenge is as much theirs as
it is the salesperson’s.

Those that are successful in this new sales
dynamic, are drilled in these practices and
behaviours. If nothing else, the virtual selling
environment has reinforced the need for
high levels of competency across these
foundational client engagement behaviours.

Relationship Development

Most organisations we work with have
strategic customer relationships. Protecting
and growing these strategic relationships is
key to their success and growth.

The process of managing these relationships
is often called Account Planning, There are
three reasons to implement a robust
relationship development or account
planning process:

1. Identify new opportunities – developing a
deep understanding of the trends and
issues that are shaping your customer’s
world, allows the sales team to develop
insights into future buying decisions.

Aside from demonstrating understanding
to the customer, the sales team can spot
opportunities earlier, giving them a selling
advantage.
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2. Get in front of the buying process earlier -
when opportunities are identified earlier,
it gives the sales team a head start on
the competition. Executing the sales
strategy earlier, can provide access to
decision-makers that may be blocked
later in the buying process.

3. Differentiation – It’s a problem if the
incumbent sales team are perceived as
undifferentiated in an account when
there has been so much engagement
opportunity throughout the relationship.

Creating differentiation can be
challenging later in the buying process
and the question to be continuously
asked, is how do we create additional
value and differentiate ourselves?

Relationship development is a strategic
business process that requires cross-
functional collaboration as well as
involvement from the customer.

Developing account plans without the
customer’s involvement and business
context is one-sided and often leads to
assumptions based on guess work.

Account plans need constant review
because they are dynamic frameworks. They
should be constantly updated and revised,
not hidden away and forgotten. Many
businesses we work with, see this as a
competency area that requires
improvement.

Coaching

Great leaders are also great Coaches.

Top performers in every field get coaching,
why? Because people are usually not the
best objective observers of what makes
them successful.

Success behaviours must be objectively
observed by someone else. As you consider
transforming your sales organisation, the
one behaviour that will sustain the changes
you want to see over the long-term, is
coaching.

Effective Coaches do the following:

1. Coach people to go beyond their own
expectations

2. Know when and why coaching is required

3. Know what and how to coach

4. Give both appreciative and constructive
feedback

Coaching should not be hierarchical. Leaders
should proactively seek feedback to
encourage and foster a culture of coaching
and greater accountability. More to come on
this shortly.

Funnel Management

Your pipeline or funnel, is the current store of
active sales opportunities at any given time.
It is snapshot of the sales organisation’s
likely future revenue.

Strong funnel management practices, such
as, regular reviews and reporting, are key to
giving sales leadership the visibility it needs
to forecast revenue accurately.

Accurate forecasting is hugely
consequential, businesses can and will make
financial decisions based on these forecasts.

Pipeline or funnel health is like monitoring
the organisations heartbeat. Good funnel
health often leads to good business
performance and the opposite is also true.

The Funnel Health illustration, over the
page, is a quick reference guide to help you
understand how funnel shapes can
determine where issues exist, within a
specific salesperson or sales team’s funnel.

Using funnel shapes can quickly help
diagnose symptoms and provide coaching
to remediate the issues that cause a
performance drop off.

The shape of the funnel can direct the
actions that need to be taken to bring
performance back on plan.
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Prospect

Qualify

Pursue

Win

Funnel 
Stage 

Prospect

Qualify

Pursue

Win

Funnel 
Stage 

Prospect

Qualify

Pursue

Win

Funnel 
Stage 

Prospect

Qualify

Pursue

Win

Funnel 
Stage 

Clogged Funnel

Description

Many opportunities are early-mid stage

Symptoms

• Minimal demand creation

• Talking about the same opportunities over 
and over

• Longer than average days in Pursue stage

• Little closing

Teardrop Funnel

Description

Most or all opportunities are in Pursue/Win

Symptoms

• Low-no focus on demand creation

• Large swings in performance

• Longer than average to  gain commitment

• Most time invested in late-stage 
opportunities

Whistle Funnel

Description

Win all, no visibility of other opportunities

Symptoms

• Focus is on quick to close opportunities

• Unusually high win rate

• Opportunities entered at Close Won

• Low investment in challenging 
opportunities

Martini Funnel

Description

All or most opportunities in Prospect/Qualify

Symptoms

• Opportunities not qualified effectively

• Qualified out of buying process by 
customer

• Not securing client commitments

• Possibly product pitching too early.
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Culture

Culture, is the way people think and act in your organisation. Your organisational culture is on all
the time, and if you don’t manage your culture; your culture will manage you - rarely does the
latter end with the desired outcome

A culture of high-performance is no accident

Leaders are becoming increasingly aware of how organisational culture will either help or hinder
achieving their next-level results. The key to enduring long-term performance is to intentionally
create and manage your culture; the problem is many leaders do not know how.

In the book ‘Change the Culture Change the Game’ by Roger Connors and Tom Smith, the first
step in understanding culture is to define what it is, and what it isn’t. In their culture model,
known as The Results Pyramid, they posit that your current results are the outcomes created by
your current culture.

A culture exists anytime 2 or more people share experiences together. Teams, countries, regions,
departments and organisations all develop their own subtle if not distinct culture - intentionally
created or not.

Transformational business performance is entirely within your grasp, when you intentionally
create and manage your culture as an integral part of a transformation initiative.

When sales transformation fails 

Two in three transformation initiatives fail because the desired changes leaders want to see their
salespeople adopt, do not take root and become behavioural practice. This is because your
organisational culture will try its hardest to maintain the status quo and pushback on change –
we call this Cultural Pushback.

If culture is not intentionally managed as part of a continual process of change, then the
probability of making transformative shifts in sales performance is low.

Results come from actions. When leaders don’t get the results they want,
they tend to get stuck focusing on actions. More activity, more coaching and so
on – they do more actions. However, the actions people take are a result of what
they believe. Leaders can shape what people believe as they focus on developing
beliefs that create the actions the want.

Beliefs are the way we interpret experiences. Beliefs determine how we
act. If I believe I can achieve my objectives with my current employer, I stay.
Conversely, the opposite is true. People form beliefs based on their experiences
the say have and the stories they are told and tell themselves.

Experiences are created all the time in every moment. Becoming
aware and intentional about the experiences we create for people, shapes beliefs,
which in turn influences actions and results. It starts with the awareness, that in
every moment good and bad experiences happen that shape beliefs..

EXPERIENCES

BELIEFS

ACTIONS

RESULTS

Where most 
leaders get 

stuck People create results all the time. Achieving target or not is a result, as
is leaving an existing employer and joining another. To improve performance,
we need to develop an understanding of what actions we want people to take
to drive the results we want.Yor current 

culture

The Results Pyramid
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The illustration highlights how adoption of
new behaviours fails because the
relationship between effort and reward
changes as you move from the ‘Novelty
Stage’ to the ‘Cultural Adoption Stage’.

Initially little effort is required to learn
because there is no initial requirement for a
change in behaviour.

In the Cultural Adoption stage, the
expectation of behavioural change increases
but so does the effort required to make the
change. The new behaviours are rejected,
not based on whether they work or not; but
because the established pattern of
behaviour is being disrupted,.

Your people will wait for it to fail, ignore it,
plead ignorance and confusion and, if you
falter, your organisation will never go back
to the same place again.

Unless leaders are aware and willing to
manage this part of the process, the change
initiative will ‘die on the vine’ and fail.

There’s good news though; its’ not as hard
as it may seem to overcome.

We have done this many times and spend a
lot of time talking to leaders about how to
create, manage and shift culture to
transform performance.

First you must be aware that cultural
pushback exists and be able to recognise the
symptoms when they happen. It often
sounds like this; we’re different in…, we’re too
busy in…, we already do it in…, this doesn’t
work in our department/country… and so on.

The solution to cultural pushback lies in
creating the experiences that foster the
beliefs that lead to the actions you want to
see.

It requires a steadfast commitment to
process, to ensure adoption of the new
behaviours. Your change initiative may never
make it out of the cultural adoption stage,
unless you pro-actively manage your culture.

A culture of accountability

No two cultures are the same and we assert
no culture is good or bad, it’s just the one
you have. Research has, however, shown
that the most effective culture is a culture of
accountability.
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Accountability can also be a charged word.
People often hear the word accountability
when something has gone wrong. When
things go wrong, what do people do? They
blame others and play the ‘blame game’.

Imagine the amount of time and energy
wasted finger pointing, tail covering,
pleading confusion, denying they ever knew.

A culture of accountability is where people
make the conscious choice to rise above
their circumstances to demonstrate the
ownership necessary for achieving the
required results. Sound too idealistic? We
don't think so and neither do the customers
who successfully make the transition to this
type of culture.

Look at the two culture illustrations; the first
represents a siloed organisational culture,
where everyone independently chases their
own results. Inefficiencies are high because
people usually define themselves by their job
role. Consequently, when issues crop up, we
often hear that’s ‘not my job’. People play
the ‘blame game’ and things just fall
through the cracks.

In a culture of accountability, people define
themselves by the results the organisation
needs to achieve, which sounds something
like this:

“My job is to increase sales by 15% in 2022. I
contribute to this by hitting my sales quota
and delighting customers with the highest
level of service possible.”

As people become more accountable, other
aspects of culture start to become more
defined.

A culture of performance 

A high-performance sales culture cannot
happen without a culture of accountability.
Accountable people are accountable for
their performance.
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A Culture of Accountability

People need to be enabled to do their job;
they need the capabilities to perform, in as
much as they need to be remunerated for
their success.

Culture is leader-led, and a culture of
performance only happens when leaders
ensure their people have the right
environment, knowhow and incentives to
perform.
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A culture of coaching

High-performing businesses adopt a culture
of coaching throughout the entire
organisation.

In a coaching culture you will see the flowing
level of accountability for coaching:

1. Coaches at all levels allocate the time to
coach.

2. People are coachable and understand
coaching is not unnecessary criticism, it is
for their development.

3. People who pro-actively seek feedback
become accountable and accountable
people consistently seek feedback.

Coaching is a skill and is one of the six
essential capability requirements businesses
need to develop their people and move the
business forward.

As people are coached to capabilities and
mindset, they become more consciously
competent, enabling them to repeat the
behaviours and actions that are known to
create sales success. It also allows leaders to
scale those practices across other parts of
the organisation.

A culture of learning

The most successful businesses foster a
culture of learning where people are
accountable for their own development and
progression.

People embrace learning, understand its
value to their own development as well as
the organisations.

They show up in an appropriate way, with
appreciation for the investment made in
their development.

Developing a culture of continuous learning
is part of a culture of accountability. And, as
such, people become accountable for their
own education and development.
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Compensation

Every company leverages compensation on
some level to motivate and drive
performance. It plays a critical role in the
success of your sales organisation and is a
hugely important factor to attract and
retain sales talent.

You want to give your best talent a reason
to join and stay with you for the long-term.
That's why getting your sales compensation
right is crucial to your ongoing success.

Sales compensation is the amount of money
a salesperson is paid per year. It includes a
fixed component base salary (but not
always), with a variable component such as
commission, bonus and/or additional
monetary incentives, to encourage
salespeople to meet or exceed their targets.

There are numerous ways to pay your sales
team, with organisations often tailoring their
compensation according to how they
conduct their business. There are four main
types of compensation: hourly wages, salary,
commission, and bonuses.

Sales compensation plans

First let's define what a sales compensation
plan is; it is a structured framework to
determine how much salespeople earn,
based on their performance. It includes
details about all aspects of a salesperson's
earnings, such as their base salary,
commission, bonuses and benefits. It details
the different forms of commission,
thresholds, percentages and rules and is
usually tailored to the size and scope of the
organisation.

There are different types of compensation
plans, each incentivising a different set of
behaviours.

We won't go into each one in detail but
suffice to say, you would want to select the
plan that best suits your team and
organisational goals. Here are the 10
different types of sales compensation plans:

1. Base salary plus commission
2. Base salary plus bonus compensation

3. Commission only compensation 

4. Gross margin commission 

5. Absolute commission 
6. Straight line commission 

7. Relative commission 

8. Draw against commission 
9. Territory volume commission 

10. Salary only

What a sales compensation plan 
should do

Compensation plans have many obvious
and not so obvious objectives. At a base
level, a compensation plan should:

- Encourage out-performance of your sales
team

- Foster the development of success
behaviours across your team

- Drive results to achieve individual and
organisational goals

- Set expectations and standards for
compensation for all salespeople

Sales organisations have high turnover; the
average employee turnover, is 35% across
most sales organisations The stresses of
selling can make even the most seasoned
salespeople move from company to
company.

One way to lower turnover is to create a
sales compensation plan that adds structure
to the team, differentiating between junior,
mid-level, and senior salespeople. In doing
so, you communicate that there are
advancement opportunities, within the team
and they will feel less likely to leave.

Knowing that salespeople could earn more if
they sell more, should be an incentive to stay
for good salespeople. Additional benefits
such as educational allowances may also
appeal to people who are focussed on their
personal development.
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Sales compensation plans can also help you
budget better. By knowing how much you’ll
pay each salesperson, depending on their
experience and performance, you can create
budgets that better align with your
company's financial standing. That way, you
know how much of the company’s earnings
will be allotted for your sales compensation
plan. This will allow you to better prepare if
your team underperforms.

Creating your strategic compensation 
plan

The structure of a sales compensation plan
varies from business to business and is
typically based on the organisation’s
resources, and goals.

For example, one sales organisation might
offer a higher base salary, while another
might prioritise commission, depending on
their budget, business structure, employee
needs, and team targets.

To be successful, organisations must
continuously optimize their incentive and
compensation strategies, making the
necessary changes to stay on target for
revenue and growth goals if needed.

Sales organisations are no strangers to
incentive and compensation planning, yet
many still operate plans that are either
outdated or not fit for purpose.

Before we discuss the steps to creating or
remodelling your compensation plan, let's
highlight some important questions you
might want to consider:

- What’s your budget?
- Does your company culture impact how

you compensate?

- What’s the market paying?
- What are living costs like in your area?
- What are your team and organisation's

goals?

If you are new to sales compensation
planning or you are redesigning your
scheme, you should first think through your
organisational goals and align those goals
to the compensation scheme that best suits
your objectives.

Data is critical to compensation 
planning

Data is an essential planning tool to help
you design, manage and optimize your
compensation plan effectively.

The strongest plans are data-driven, which
means you need to gather as much data as
possible.

In the table below we have provided the key
data sets you need when developing a
compensation plan to fit your business.

Data Required When Planning Compensation and Incentives

Compensation 
history

Start by looking at your past sales compensation plans. You’ll need to examine the incentive 
structures used in the past and identify which were most and least effective.

Past sales 
performance

Understanding historic sales performance, will influence how aggressively you set quotas for 
salespeople and determine the most effective incentives for different roles.

Cost of sales
Examine your average won sales opportunity value  and the costs to acquire it. This will help 
inform how to structure your sales team incentives.

Growth 
objectives

Look at your growth objectives for both performance and people. How many salespeople will 
you need to cover each territory or region, this will also help you determine the cost of your 
compensation scheme

Capacity and 
ramp-up times

The number and tenure of your sales team will help you set effective quotas. Knowing how 
many fully ramped-up salespeople you have and the amount of time it takes to get a new hire 
to full productivity will be vital to determine the right incentives for different roles.

Market data
Your internal data provides a clear picture of your company. Adding in market data shows how 
others in your industry are paying their sales teams. This will help you develop competitive 
compensation plans, which are crucial to attract and retain top talent.
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What about your pay mix?

Performance related sales compensation can vary according to the role any individual plays in
the sales organisation. There is usually (but not always), a fixed base salary with differing variable
incentive components.

The fixed base may or may not be guaranteed and the additional variable is the potential
earnings based on performance. The ratio between the fixed and the variable is commonly
known as the pay mix. There are several factors that go into setting the right pay mix:

- Type of sales role

- Average length of the sales cycle

- Average transaction volume
- Target account and customer types

Sales roles usually have a variable component in the compensation plan. Jobs with the most
influence on sales outcomes usually have a pay mix with a higher proportion of variable pay. As a
benchmark, here are the pay mix structures for different sales roles to help when setting the pay
mix for your team.

Role Responsibilities
Ideal Pay Mix 

(Base/Variable)

Account Executive Most influence on sales cycles, nurturing prospects, closing deals 60/40

Sales Development Rep Prospecting, bringing in new accounts, and qualifying leads 70/30

Sales Specialist/Engineer) Building and presenting in-depth, personalized demos 65/35

Customer Success Rep Managing customer accounts, cross-selling, and upselling 65/35

Sales Manager Managing entire sales team, coaching, reporting 75/25

Compensation planning and implementation

Once you have selected the compensation plan that best suits your organisational goals and you
have completed your data analysis, calculating the compensation limits and pay-outs. You may
be starting to think about launching the new or revamped compensation scheme.

Ensuring the implementation goes well is critical because even the best compensation plans will
fail if the implementation is not well thought through and managed. Over the page we have
provided an eight-step guide to help you create and implement your compensation plan from
start to finish.

The most successful compensation plan rollouts, adopt a change management process when
implementing. Communication, consultation and providing people with a sense of inclusion in the
process can accelerate adoption of your new or revised plan.

Adopting a robust communication strategy is also central to your change management process
and a smooth deployment of your compensation plan. Ensure you communicate the what, the
why, the how and the when and, bear in mind you may have to communicate some of these
messages' multiple times.

Remember, no sales compensation plan is perfect. Your priorities constantly shift, your
salespeople are always looking for new loopholes, and your customers are periodically changing
their preferences. Over the page we have also included a list of Do’s and Don’ts to guide you
through your compensation journey.
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8 Steps to help you create and implement your compensation plan

1
Use a compensation 

planning tool

To ensure you land on the best plan for your sales team, use a sales compensation
planning template to calculate how much revenue you can expect and how much
salespeople will be paid.

2
Determine your 
compensation 
planning goals

Develop a sales compensation plan strategy which includes laying out your business
objectives and goals and work forward from there.

3
Choose a type of 

sales compensation 
plan.

Ask these four questions to determine which plan is best for your business:

- What is my overall budget?
- How many salespeople do I have?
- What types of compensation plans do my competition use?
- What do my salespeople expect out of the compensation plan?

4
Choose a payroll 

software.

Depending on how long your company has been established and whether you have a
HR team who handles pay and benefits, you may or may not already have payroll
software. If you do, it should be easy for you to incorporate your new sales
compensation plan into the software.

5
Set quotas and 
expectations for 
compensation.

The bottom-up approach requires you to consider your team's capabilities as well as
the perceived market opportunity to determine what each territory or salesperson's
quota should be. The Top-Down Approach is where you combine market data with
your revenue targets to figure out what your team needs to bring in.

6
Test your 

compensation plan 
first

Do not launch straight away. We advise a minimum of one preferably two quarters of
testing to understand how the compensation plan performs. This will give you time to
iron out issues before it goes ‘live’.

7
Maintain your sales 
compensation plan.

Like any business strategy, your compensation plan will not stay relevant forever.
What works now might not suit your needs a year from now. Remember to
consistently review and analyse your compensation plan to keep your people happy
and motivated.

8
Seek professional 

advice 

If you are new to compensation planning or do not have the in-house expertise, we
recommend seeking professional advice. This will help you get the best compensation
planning for your business.

The Do’s and Don’ts of Compensation Planning

✓ Base the majority of variable pay on 
individual achievement and things each 
salesperson can control.

✓ Keep plan components simple and 
focused on actions that support over-
arching goals.

✓ Use accelerators and tiered commissions 
to encourage salespeople to overperform 
and exceed their targets.

✓ Use contests and Special Performance 
Incentive Funds (SPIFs) to boost 
performance over a short period of time.

✓ Consider using other incentive means to 
motivate and reward roles outside your 
sales team.

Do

✘ Set goals that salespeople have little or no 
impact on, such as overall team 
performance.

✘ Overload compensation plans with several 
complex, confusing measures.

✘ Place a cap on commissions or other 
earnings that might discourage over-
achievement.

✘ Rely on contest and SPIFs to make up for 
poorly designed and ineffective 
compensation plans.

✘ Underestimate the change management 
effort required to make the deployment of 
your compensation successful.

Don’t
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Company Structure

Sales leaders should be continuously
optimizing the sales organisation structure
to attain a performance advantage. Yet
many organisations have the same sales
structure today, they had five years ago.

We do not recommend changing your
organisational structure just for the sake of
it. However, with the pace at which market
conditions continue to evolve, it is important
to acknowledge that your current structure
may not be optimised for performance.

You need an organized sales team

Modern sales organisations can no longer
look at salespeople as individual contributors
but, rather as part of a cross-functional
team extending over different departments
such as sales, marketing and products.
Determining the best way to organise your
sales team, plays a critical role within your
overall business organisation and can affect
both sales team and business performance.

Various studies suggest that well-optimised
sales organisations perform much better
than those without a distinct organisational
structure. No surprise there. A well-defined
organisational structure increases the
chances of salespeople and businesses
reaching their goals, managing resources
better and, it also means, roles are generally
more clearly defined. In fact, there are
numerous benefits to having a well
optimised sales organisation:

- Increased performance 
- Increased collaboration 
- Increased engagement 
- Improves communication between sales 

and customers

- A more cohesive approach to engaging 
customers

- Reduced conflict 
- Better coordination of activities
- A more knowledgeable sales team

- Clearer communication expectations
- Improved decision-making 

Deciding whether you need to change

Changing the sales’ organisational structure
may seem daunting. There are situations
when it will involve wholesale restructuring
or, just a small adjustment, to solve a
specific problem within the current structure.
This will of course depend on your situation.

Creating a more optimized sales team,
requires sales leaders to figure out what the
best organisational structure will be for their
business and, where the problems are within
the current structure. Sales structure
problems exist because salespeople are
asked to handle too many aspects of the
sales process. You will need to look at what
your team members have done in the past
and how they've contributed to your
company so far.

It’s also worth bearing in mind that sales
talent does not necessarily transfer well into
all selling situations. A software salesperson
who sells exclusively to manufacturing
companies, who then starts to sell hardware
across all verticals is probably going to
struggle; at least initially.

Salespeople who excel, often do so in a
particular environment, and organisational
structure is the foundation of that
environment. So, when considering whether
you need to revise your organisation’s sales
structure, you should take into consideration:
What industries you sell to

- The products you sell 
- The geographical locations of your clients

- The traits of your salespeople

- The specialities of your salespeople 

To help you determine which structure is
optimal for your business it’s important to
understand the different types of structures.
Once you evaluate and select the structure
that best suits your business, you can then
place the right people in the right roles
based on their individual strengths and you
will benefit from a more organised team.
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The four most common sales 
organisation structures

First, let's define what a sales organisation
structure is:

It is the design and segmentation of a sales
team into specialised groups, outlining the
distinct roles, objectives and responsibilities
of all members of the organisation

When thinking about which structure suits
you best, you should consider factors such
as:

- Regions served
- Size of your sales team

- Number of products/services offered

- Size of customers

- Number of customers

There are broadly speaking four different
kinds of sales organisational structure. Below
we outline each one for you and their
benefits.

1. The Geographic or Territory Structure

The geographic or territory-based structure
is where sales teams are organised
according to their location.

Businesses who have customers in different
market locations locate their sales teams to
be situated near their customers.

The Geographic or Territory Structure

Sales Leader

Sales Manager

Region 1

Territory sales team

Sales Manager

Region 2

Territory sales team

Sales Manager

Region 3

Territory sales team

This structure is extremely common.
Salespeople tend to be more familiar with
local competition, language, culture and
customs, which facilitates more intimate
customer relationships.

As customers get to know the salespeople
better, it benefits customer relations,
increases customer loyalty and creates more
revenue in the long-term.

Historically, geographically defined sales
teams had a significant cost advantage over
other types of structures. This is because if
you weren't organised by region, you would
have to move salespeople to different
customer locations, which increases costs
over time. It also doesn't usually cost a lot to
keep representation in certain regions.

However, changes in the early part of the
2020’s bought on by the COVID pandemic,
reduced the emphasis on geographic
location, as in-person engagement shifted to
virtual customer engagement. This has
marginalised the cost advantage.

2. Product or Service Structure

The product or service structure is where
sales teams are organised according to the
products or services-lines sold, allowing
salespeople to become experts in a specific
service-line or product.

The Product or Service Structure

Sales Leader

Product Line 1

Product Line 
Salespeople

Product Line 2

Product Line 
Salespeople

Product Line 3

Product Line 
Salespeople
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Domain expertise in specific products or
services can build credibility, although a
potential downside of implementing this
structure is that salespeople may focus more
on selling ‘their’ products and not the best
solution for the customer.

Another variation is where businesses
organise themselves according to the
products of their customers. This happens
frequently in specialist manufacturing sales.
This organisational structure is the most
specialised of all because salespeople
become specialized in the customer’s
products.

Specialisation always helps salespeople have
a deeper understanding of the customer’s
business challenges and is great if your
company focuses on one or a few industries.
It can however create challenging situations
when the customer base becomes more
diversified across different industries with
multiple products.

Both versions of the product and service
structure build credibility and trust,
ultimately leading to increased sales, as
salespeople are perceived by their customers
as having domain expertise. In larger
organisations there are hybrid versions of
both geographic and product service
structure, which provide specialist knowledge
in region to the customer.

This combination of both local knowledge
and domain expertise can be appealing to
the customer and can provide significant
commercial advantage.

3. Customer and account structure

This is a popular structure with sales
operations that rely heavily on developing
(usually large revenue producing) key
strategic relationships and who sell to
businesses of different sizes.

The capabilities a salesperson needs to sell
to an enterprise account are different to
those required to sell to small-medium sized
business’s; they have different goals,
questions and have very different budgets.

The Customer and or Account Structure

Sales Leader

Sales Manager

Small and Medium 
Sized Businesses

Small and medium sized 
businesses sales team

Sales Manager

Mid-market sales

Mid-market sales team

Sales Manager

Enterprise 

Enterprise sales team

When businesses rely on larger more
strategic accounts, especially where long-
term contracts regularly come up for re-
tender, retention is the name of the game.

In both instances, this can be a resource
heavy approach, particularly when
managing larger customers.

Larger customers tend to know their
purchasing power and can become
increasingly more demanding. On the flip
side, this structure works well in companies
with strong account-based marketing.,
enabling sales teams to master the ins and
outs of working with a particular customer,
putting them in a much better position to
meet their specific.

4. Industry and vertical structure

The industry and vertical structure refers to
when a sales team is organised by industry
or vertical. This is advantageous for
businesses whose clients are in multiple
industries.

Sales teams specialise in a specific industry
and can be seen by customers as having
domain expertise in their specific industry,
potentially without product bias.

Again, this is appealing to customers,
because sales team specialisation facilitates
deeper understanding and the nuances of
the industry in which the customer operates.
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By organizing your team strategically in this
way, your salespeople will likely be seen as
more relatable and credible with customers.

They may develop stronger relationships and
be able to build stronger bonds potentially
leading to increased sales performance.

Industry and vertical structures do tend to
have higher costs as you may have to move
your salespeople around to cover the lack of
geographic coverage, although as previously
mentioned, virtual sales engagement is
making this less of a challenge.

Another downside is that salespeople
become too specialised in the specific
vertical.

If a business fails to retain a key account in a
specialist vertical the dedicated resources
suddenly find themselves without customers
to serve, which can lead to the loss of
experienced talent.

Creating a Sales Organizational 
Structure

Every business needs a structure that suits
their situation. The better organised your
team, the better they will perform. This
means that they'll pull in more revenue for
the company and may even create new
business relationships.

There is no ‘one size fits all’ when considering
sales organisation structure, as the business
realities are situationally specific for each
business.

How you structure your sales organisation
will depend on several variables, including
the territory you cover, the products and
services you sell, the size of your sales team
and the fields in which your customers
operate.

At the core of all your considerations should
be, how do you best serve your customer
and help them address their issues and
challenges or better still, help them address
their customer’s issues and challenges.

We strongly recommend getting expert help
to design and implement your new or
revamped sales structure as it’s important to
get it right first time.

The Industry or Vertical Structure

Sales Leader

Lead

Vertical 1

Vertical sales team

Lead

Vertical 2

Vertical sales team

Lead

Vertical 3

Vertical sales team
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Creating a platform for successful change

Successful change requires persistence, determination and a belief that what is on the other side
of change is going to be worthwhile for everyone.

Our first piece of advice: always expect pushback on change. Most people won’t see what you
see. We often see leaders underestimate what it takes to make change happen within their
organisation. When change is managed well, the positive effects often become visible sooner
than expected.

Remember, “there’s never enough time to do it right but there’s always enough time to do it
over”. This is a mantra we advise all leaders leading change management initiatives to keep close
to their heart.

With this in mind, we have provided you with our simplified guidance for successful sales
transformation. In our experience, we regularly observe the same common failure points, where
most initiatives take longer to take effect, languish, or fail:

1. Insufficient planning and preparation

2. The communication strategy is poor
3. All the focus was on the what and not the how

4. Underestimating what it takes to make the change stick and overcome cultural pushback

5. The metrics for success are not clearly defined and tracked

Steps to create a platform for change

Prepare the 
ground

- Make the initiative a priority
- Have a consistent ongoing communication strategy
- Communication is central to success, communicate the: 

- What, why, how, and when
- The expectations of those involved
- The expected key results

- Appoint a transformation team and define key roles
- Identify who is accountable for the success of the transformation
- Clearly identify what success looks like
- Align the leadership across common messaging
- Appoint champions
- Prepare for contingencies
- Take expert advise

Deploy

- Capabilities, Culture, Company, Company structure
- Pilot and Test
- Integrate with your tech stack
- Review and measure
- Know that this is not a ‘one and done’
- Train, retain, sustain

Sustain and 
Measure

- Identify and leverage key advocates
- Identify and manage detractors 
- Continuously support and enable internal champions
- Reinforce messaging, practicing, and coaching
- Measure - what gets measured gets improved
- Know that done is NEVER done
- NEVER underestimate the impact of cultural pushback
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Summary and Key Takeaways

Where is the best place to start is a question
we hear frequently.

The first piece of advice we offer is this; don’t
try and ‘boil the ocean’. It’s easy to get
overwhelmed, particularly because there are
the critical day-day aspects of leadership
that also require your attention.

Identify where you feel you can have most
impact first. This will be different for every
organisation. We have customers who’s
starting point has been any one of the four
‘C’s.

Some start with capabilities, others with
culture, some with compensation and
sometimes company structure. Some try to
do more than one at a time.

Bringing in external expertise, especially
when you are either doing this for the first
time, resource constrained or just feel that
external advice will accelerate the shift you
need, is in our experience key to success.

However you start, wherever you start, just
start!

Your competition is probably ahead of you
so remember, the best time to start
transforming your sales organisation was 5
years ago. The second-best time to start
transforming your sales organisation is
TODAY.

We started this book with two questions so
let's go back to them:

1. How much has it and how much will it
cost you if you decide to do nothing?

2. When you transform sales performance,
what would it enable you to do
professionally and personally?

At the centre of our world is the customer -
we hope you found the value you need in
this book.

Perception Selling ®

Perception is a holistic B-B sales
methodology that provides the tools and
capability development across 6
competencies:

- Demand Generation

- Opportunity Pursuit

- Client Engagement
- Relationship Development

- Coaching

- Funnel Management

We realise that the key to successful B-B
sales is to be continuously and consistently
influencing the customer’s perception.

Here’s the secret, we do it anyway, all the
time even though we may not realise it.

Perception Selling ® helps sales teams
develop a common language, process and
skill set that enables salespeople to
positively influence and develop customer
perceptions with intent.

Our customer’s perception is our reality
because it is their interpretation of their
experiences. Their perception shapes how
they make buying decisions.

Provide your team with everything they need
in B-B sales to grow sales revenue today.
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Sales Performance Diagnostic Quiz

To identify where you can create growth in your business and evaluate your organisation’s 
ability to achieve next-level results, take this quick and easy diagnostic quiz. 

As you know, as a sales leader, you have four sales success levers. Answer these 5 questions, see 
how you score and how well you are set-up to achieve your next- level results. 

Capabilities Your current level of sales knowhow, skill, and competency.

Culture The way people think and act in your organisation.

Compensation The suitability of current compensation planning.

Company Structure The suitability of the current organisational structure.

Question 1: Next Level Results

Enter your “next Level” result you need to achieve in the coming 6-36 months.

Question 2: Capabilities

Thinking of the level of sales capabilities, across your organisation, rate your team’s current competency.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Adequate to achieve results Inadequate requiring some development
Requires significant 

development

Question 3: Culture

Thinking of the way people think and act in your business (your culture), rate your current culture of accountability. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
We have a culture of high 

performance 
We have a culture where people could 

perform better than they do 
We have a culture that inhibits 

performance 

Question 4: Compensation

Thinking of compensation planning, rate how aligned your compensation plan is to achieve your next level results. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Adequate to achieve results Requires review and possible remodelling Inadequate to achieve results 

Question 5: Company Structure

Thinking of your company (sales) structure, rate how optimised it is to achieve your next level result 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Optimised to achieve  to results Requires review and possible remodelling Inadequate to achieve results 

Add your score and read the score insight over page Total:
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0 - 16

Insight: There will always be some issues within a sales organisation that have the potential to
inhibit performance. Beware as they can grow unseen and become significant over time.

A sales organisation requires constant development of both people, systems and processes.
Continually being able to differentiate in the eyes of the customer, over time is key and, like a
sports team, your sales team need to be fit, technically capable and, of course, motivated.
Your culture will need developing and monitoring. ‘Broken windows’ theory tells of how small
process slippages become ‘the way we do things around here’ quickly.

Recommendations: Audit your sales organisation regularly across the four levers; capabilities,
culture compensation and company structure to ensure you are staying ahead of the game.

Like the sports coach, look for weaknesses and gaps and continually seek to build ‘muscle
strength’ across the organisation. Accountability, coaching and continuous learning should
define your culture to drive the performance you require. Never be afraid to seek an external
perspective or professional advice.

16 - 27

Insight: There are serious issues in your sales organisation that are preventing you from
achieving your next-level results. You may be experiencing slow adoption of; sales tools,
application of skills and/or inconsistencies across the sales organisation performance wise.

There will be inefficiencies, missed opportunities, unexpected lost opportunities and lost key
customer relationships. The results you were looking for are not happening as fast as you
would like and, one or more of the four levers is not serving your best interests.

Recommendations: There are specific key areas you need to address to get the sales
organisation where you need it to be. You need to determine which one will move the needle
fastest. Don’t try and ‘boil the ocean’ but define the lever you want to work on first, and don't
be afraid to seek professional advice. Start soon, remember there is never a perfect time, and
sales organisational development is the job.

28 - 40

Insight: There are critical issues in your sales organisation or business that will prevent the
achievement of next-level results. You may be experiencing average to poor performance
and/or high-performance is concentrated on a few key performers.

Many organisations are in this position, but you must assume that your competition is building
their ‘muscle strength’ to compete with you. Competition is probably tough, and your
customers are making price-based decisions frequently. Employee turnover within the sales
organisation is likely to be high as well.

Recommendations: You should be considering how you start to modernise sales in your
business urgently, as if you remain in this current state, it is unlikley you will achieve your next-
level results. Don’t try and ‘boil the ocean’ but define the lever you want to work on and, we
strongly recommend seeking professional advice. Start now, there is never a perfect time, but
getting your sales organisation ‘match fit’ is a priority for you.

Sales Performance Diagnostic Quiz – Score Insights

Select the insight that aligns with your score.
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